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A B S T R A C T   

Out of the wide range of calcium phosphate (CaP) biomaterials, calcium phosphate bone cements (CPCs) have 
attracted increased attention since their discovery in the 1980s due to their valuable properties such as bioac-
tivity, osteoconductivity, injectability, hardening ability through a low-temperature setting reaction and mold-
ability. Thereafter numerous researches have been performed to enhance the properties of CPCs. Nonetheless, 
low mechanical performance of CPCs limits their clinical application in load bearing regions of bone. Also, the in 
vivo resorption and replacement of CPC with new bone tissue is still controversial, thus further improvements of 
high clinical importance are required. Bioactive glasses (BGs) are biocompatible and able to bond to bone, 
stimulating new bone growth while dissolving over time. In the last decades extensive research has been per-
formed analyzing the role of BGs in combination with different CaPs. Thus, the focal point of this review paper is 
to summarize the available research data on how injectable CPC properties could be improved or affected by the 
addition of BG as a secondary powder phase. It was found that despite the variances of setting time and 
compressive strength results, desirable injectable properties of bone cements can be achieved by the inclusion of 
BGs into CPCs. The published data also revealed that the degradation rate of CPCs is significantly improved by 
BG addition. Moreover, the presence of BG in CPCs improves the in vitro osteogenic differentiation and cell 
response as well as the tissue-material interaction in vivo.   

1. Introduction 

The development of alternative biomaterials for bone augmentation 
has been highly crucial considering that autografts, allografts or xeno-
grafts exhibit several drawbacks. Generally, such problems can be listed 
as limited amount of available material and donor site morbidity for 
autograft applications and severe immune responses and infections for 
allografts and xenografts [1]. Thus, bone-like materials are considered 
to promote bone healing, to strengthen bone tissue, or to improve the 
bone function in diseased or injured bone. 

Bone graft materials can be mainly classified into autografts, allo-
grafts, xenografts, synthetic materials, and combinations of them with 
cells and growth factors [2,3]. Among bone graft materials, calcium 

phosphate (CaP) ceramic-based bone grafts have attracted increasing 
attention because the chemical and biological characteristics of CaP 
show great resemblance to the bone mineral phase. Conventional ther-
apies with CaP bioceramics for bone repair are carried out by implan-
tation of bone grafts in the form of blocks or granules, which requires the 
prior knowledge of the size and shape of the defect, the shaping of 
corresponding bone substitutes and then their implantation via surgery. 
It leads to the problem that scaffolds cannot usually fit exactly to the 
defect area [4,5]. To overcome these limitations, injectable CaP bone 
cements (CPCs) could be used as alternatives to repair bone defects. 
Because of CPC intrinsic properties such as injectability and capability of 
setting in in vivo conditions, these CaP biomaterials offer the possibility 
of minimally invasive surgeries, eliminating the need for an open 
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surgery, minimizing patient discomfort, the risk of infection, scar for-
mation and the costs of the treatment. They also provide the optimal 
defect filling, implant fixation and ease of handling [5]. However, CPCs 
have also some drawbacks like the possibility of collapse under physi-
ological conditions, poor degradability, lack of macroporosity, and weak 
mechanical properties [6–8]. Despite these drawbacks, favorable phys-
ical and chemical properties, such as being excellent adsorbents for 
many biomolecules as well as CPC bioactivity that favors their combi-
nation with growth factors, drugs and polymers [9–13], have brought 
CPC to the forefront of many other CaP based biomaterials. Liao et al. 
[14] reported an animal model to examine the bone regeneration ability 
of an injectable CaP cement formulation. Injectable CaP cement 
composed of (poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), gelatin (GEL) or poly 
(trimethylene carbonate) (PTMC)) has been for example injected into 
rabbit femoral bone defect. The results indicated that bone response and 
degradation properties of CaP/PLGA composite cement were signifi-
cantly better than those for the CaP/gelatin [14]. Yang et al. [15] re-
ported the in vivo performance of injectable biphasic synthetic bone graft 
material composed of calcium sulfate and β-tricalcium phosphate. Their 
results revealed that new bone formation was detected with an appro-
priate material resorption after 8 weeks into the sheep vertebral bone 
defect model [15]. An anti-osteoporotic drug combined injectable CaP 
formulation has been also implanted into a sheep bone model by Varron 
et al. [16]. Their results were found to be beneficial to support the bone 
content and microarchitectural properties of the trabecular bone sur-
rounding the implant [16]. These in vivo studies exhibited promising 
results showing bone regeneration in the case of injectable CPC 
application. 

Augmentation of the bone is usually performed via surgery that may 
lead to infections, muscle retraction or post-operative pain. There is a 
need for treatment that could enhance the management options once 

bone fractures or disorders occur. Thus, to eliminate the side effects of 
bone augmentation, injectable bone cements have been developed and 
they are getting increasing attention due to their minimally invasive 
introduction approach. CaP are also known for their in vivo self-setting 
ability which can be utilized as an advantage for injectable materials 
for minimally invasive surgery [17–19]. Research done by Brown and 
Chow in 1983 pioneered a new injectable CaP formulation, which 
comprised tetracalcium phosphate (TTCP), dicalcium phosphate dihy-
drate (DCPD, CaHPO4–2H2O) and dicalcium phosphate anhydrous 
(DCPA, CaHPO4) [20,21]. Developed CPC exhibited such properties as 
self-setting ability, good injectability, moldability, increased reactivity 
and high feasibility for new drug delivery system development [18,22]. 
Since then, various alterations have been studied and applied to 
injectable CPCs to improve both their physicochemical and biological 
properties in clinical applications, as schematically visualized in Fig. 1. 

The combination with polymeric solutions [14,23,24] and additives 
such as citric acid [25,26] has been investigated to mainly improve 
cohesiveness and injectability of CPC. Both natural and synthetic poly-
mers have been incorporated as liquid phase to an injectable CPC in 
order to sustain a good cohesion and injectability but at the same time 
maintaining adequate setting time and mechanical properties [23,27, 
28]. Chitosan, an amino-polysaccharide, have been used as a natural 
additive liquid phase to alter such CPC physical properties as inject-
ability, setting time and rheology as well as for enhancing in vivo 
bioactivity [29]. Sodium alginate [30,31], collagen [32,33], gelatin [34, 
35], hyaluronic acid [33,36] and cellulose derivatives (hydroxypropyl 
methylcellulose (HPMC), methylcellulose (MC), and carboxy methyl-
cellulose (CMC)) [33,37–39], have been also utilized as a liquid phase 
for CPC formation. Commonly, the combination with biopolymers helps 
to adjust not only the cohesiveness and injectability of the obtained 
cement but also to improve the mechanical properties and degree of CPC 

Fig. 1. Brief overview of the improvement approaches put forward for calcium phosphate cements, created by using BioRender.com.  
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bioactivity. Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) microparticles incor-
porated in CPC exhibited in situ macropore formation and resulted in 
high cement early strength, which were necessary for bone reconstruc-
tion [40]. If combined with citric acid, acting as a liquefier, injectability 
of CPC could be enhanced [41]. Some previous studies also have re-
ported that citric acid helps to improve the CPC setting time and 
compressive strength depending on the additive concentration [42,43]. 
Moreover, there were also other attempts reported in the literature such 
as addition of glycerol [44], strontium carbonate [45], polyethylene 
glycol [46], foaming agent [47], and β-dicalcium silicate [48] to adjust 
the physicochemical and biological properties of CPC. In general, results 
have revealed that self-setting behavior, injectability, anti-washout 
ability and rheological properties were improved, bringing CPC for-
mulations much closer to orthopedic clinical applications. 

A more recent approach to advance the properties of CPCs is the 
combination of CaP containing cements with bioactive glasses (BGs). 
The first BG (45S5 Bioglass®) was synthesized in 1969 and was 
composed of silicon oxide (SiO2)-calcium oxide (CaO)-phosphorous 
oxide (P2O5)-disodium oxide (Na2O) [49]. BG is characterized for its 
ability to support bone growth by chemically bonding to bone [49,50]. 
Different BGs can be formed by varying the basic SiO2–CaO–P2O5–Na2O 
composition, as shown in Fig. 2 [49]. The bone-bonding process of BG 
initiates with the release of silica ions from the BG surface. The released 
ions form a silica gel layer on the surface, which is followed by the 
formation of an amorphous calcium phosphate precipitation. Precipi-
tated amorphous calcium phosphate leads to the formation of a hy-
droxyapatite (HAp) layer, which further activates cell migration to 
trigger new bone formation [51]. Furthermore, a surface with negative 
charges due to the high density of silanol groups (Si–OH) on the silica gel 
layer is the key element to induce the nucleation of HAp [50]. 

It has been also recognized that ionic dissolution products of BGs 
stimulate gene expression of osteoblastic cells [52,53]. Moreover, recent 
researches have pointed out not only the angiogenesis stimulation 
capability of BGs [54], but also their antibacterial [55] and 
anti-inflammatory effects [56] both in vitro and in vivo. On this account, 
BGs are extensively utilized in hard tissue engineering on their own, or 
also as the inorganic phase in composites or hybrid materials [57]. 

Many bioactivity studies have been carried out on BGs in physio-
logical fluids, revealing that porosity and specific surface area play an 
important role in the bioactivity of the developed materials. At the 
beginning of the bioactivity process of BG, an initial burst release of ions 

occurs when the BG surface becomes in a contact with body fluids. This 
can cause considerable increase of pH, sometimes even harmful for the 
surrounding cells and tissues [58]. For example, in a study where the 
kinetics and mechanism of BG conversion to hydroxyapatite in 0.02 M 
K2HPO4 solution at 37 ◦C with initial pH 7.0 were evaluated, it was 
shown that the pH of phosphate solution in case of silicate, borate and 
borosilicate glass increased to 11.5, 10.5 and 9.5, respectively [59]. 
Nevertheless, the value of this final pH can be controlled by the incor-
poration of other ions, changing their release rate and concentration in 
the solution. Furthermore, trace elements such as Sr, Zn, Cu or Co 
existing in the human body are well-known for their anabolic effect in 
bone regeneration [60,61]. Therefore, incorporation of these ions into 
different CaPs and BGs could lead to change in dissolution behavior and 
enhance the biological performance of these materials. In order to 
improve the in vitro and in vivo properties of the final injectable 
biomaterial and to overcome the drawbacks of both CPCs and BGs, the 
incorporation of BGs into CPCs appeared to be a practical approach to 
enhance the biological and mechanical properties of injectable bone 
cements, synergistically exploiting the positive features of BGs and 
CPCs. 

Bellucci et al. [62] and Karadjian et al. [63] have comprehensively 
reviewed the existing literature for CaP and BG composites, focusing on 
their physiochemical and osteogenic properties. Briefly, Bellucci et al. 
[62] discussed the influence of BG addition as a sintering aid to HAp and 
tricalcium phosphate (TCP) in the form of powder or granules on the 
obtained composite processing, mechanical, and biological properties. 
Karadjian et al. [63] systematically reviewed CaP/BG composites, pre-
pared by using CaP powder or granules sintered together with BG to 
form bioceramic scaffolds, based on their biomedical and osteogenic 
characteristics. However, to the authors knowledge, there is no previous 
systematic review discussing specifically the literature on BG containing 
injectable CaP bone cements. Thus, in this review paper, currently 
available scientific literature on injectable CPC modifications with 
bioactive glasses is analyzed and discussed, taking into the consideration 
the criteria for ideal injectable bone cements enriched by BG additions. 

2. Properties of injectable CaP bone cements 

For better clinical performance, an injectable bone material needs to 
possess several desirable properties, however some drawbacks may be 
also present, as summarized in Table 1. For instance, injectable bone 

Fig. 2. Diagram for the basic BG composition and its bone-bonding region [49] (Reprinted from the reference with permission).  
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cements should fulfill such required properties like degree of inject-
ability, rheology similar to the bone tissue, suitable setting time, 
adequate anti-washout properties when getting in contact with physio-
logical body fluids, cohesiveness (suspension stability, anti-washout 
capacity) during operation, and radiopacity for detecting the injected 
material over time (see Fig. 3). 

Injectability can be defined as the ability of a paste to extrude 
through the syringe. During injection, the extruded paste has to keep its 
homogeneity. This is a key element for the development of injectable 
bone cements. In literature, there is no unified standard procedure to 
measure the injectability. Usually, it is identified by the force required 
for the complete extraction or quantification of extruded material during 
a certain period. The study showing the correlation between objective 
and subjective measures of injectability done by Rabinson et al. [56] 
pointed out that materials are considered as easily injectable, if for 5 ml 
of sample the applied force is less than 12 N. Considerable effort is 

needed for 5 ml material, if force is between 12 N and 38 N and great 
effort is needed to inject the material, if force is between 38 N and 64 N. 
Finally, materials are considered as non-injectable, if the required force 
is more than 64 N. The graph of force (N)-extrusion (mm) curve can be 
evaluated as the maximum force and the plateau force. The graph of 
force (N)-extrusion (mm) curve can be evaluated as the maximum force 
and the plateau force. While the maximum force is determined objec-
tively by recording the data from the outputs, the plateau force can be 
more representative of the injectability characteristics of the materials. 
The plateau force can also contain large fluctuations, meaning that the 
air bubbles or particles in the material are producing intermittent 
changes during extrusion, or that the instrument precision for small 
force measurements is low [64]. Additionally, if the curve presents more 
fluctuations, while the force is increasing, indicates that phase separa-
tion has occurred during the extrusion process of the paste [65,66]. 
Although this method is a usual approach to quantify the injectability, 
the injection speed and force can vary based on the material viscosity, 
injection side or injection angle [64]. Thus, the injectability of the 
viscous paste can be modified and strongly depends on the particle size, 
solid to liquid phase ratio, additives used, diameter of cannula/syringe 
and injection force applied [65,66]. 

Understanding the rheological characteristics of injectable bone ce-
ments is truly important to quantitatively define the flow and injection 
process as well as the setting and hardening mechanisms. By examining 
the rheological properties of CPC, the intrinsic knowledge behind the 
cement paste can be revealed to further enhance such cement properties 
as cohesion, injectability, viscosity and mechanical properties. By using 
oscillatory shear conditions, the elastic and viscous behavior of the 
cement paste can be determined and information about such cement 
solid particle conditions in the paste as dispersity or flocculation can be 
evaluated [67,68]. Qualitative viscosity ranges of CaP pastes are re-
ported between 100 and 1000 Pa s for 10 min due to the rheological 
investigation limitations of hardening reaction of CaP pastes at the early 
stages [69]. Sohrabi et al. [70] determined rheological properties of 

Table 1 
Advantages and disadvantages of CaP bone cements.  

Advantages of Injectable CaP Bone Cements 

Application as minimally invasive surgery 
Easy shaping – injectable, moldable and sets under physiological conditions 
Bioactivity and Biocompatibility 
Could be used as a local delivery vehicle for drugs/ions/therapeutic factors 
Could be used as a fixative for implant to eliminate the risk of fracture displacement or 

implant loosening 

Drawbacks of Injectable CaP Bone Cements 

Low radiopacity – which makes it hard to detect in radiography fluoroscopy after 
surgery 

Low mechanical properties – lead to brittle fractures or plastic deformations (which 
could further cause inflammation) 

Rapid (for calcium sulfate-based cements) degradation – could cause local toxicity and 
mechanical instability at injection side (which could further cause insufficient or no 
bone ingrowth) 

Relatively low bioactivity - could result in fibrous tissue formation  

Fig. 3. Properties of an ideal injectable bone cement, created by using BioRender.com.  
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injectable biocomposites from hyaluronic acid and BG nano-particles by 
measuring the shear stress (τ) and viscosity (η) of the prepared paste by 
varying shear rate (γ) under rotational status (through the steady state 
mode). By evaluating these parameters, they were able to conclude on 
the content of liquid phase within the cement particles and additionally, 
how the surface area of these particles affects the viscosity of the cement 
[70,71]. Sahin and Kalyon [72] analyzed the setting kinetics and char-
acterized the changes in the rheological properties of brushite-forming 
cement (see Fig. 4). Their study revealed that the setting reaction can 
be controlled by increasing the oscillation at a constant strain amplitude 
in the linear viscoelastic region. They pointed out that the cement paste 
can maintain its injectability and workability for a longer time if the 
strain amplitude is increased above the linear viscoelastic range [72]. 
These findings could be beneficial for orthopedic surgeons as a certain 
strain amplitude could be applied to the paste in order to gain the 
necessary operation time during the surgery. Also, the proposed tech-
nique can be easily adapted for other CaP cements to characterize the 
kinetics and stability of the cement setting process. More recently, Wu 
et al. [73] reported, how the particle size distribution affects the rheo-
logical properties of injectable borosilicate BG containing bone cement. 
They performed rheological measurement using both rotation and 
oscillation mode applying a controlled-stress rheometer. Samples were 
characterized in the linear viscoelastic region. The results revealed that 
the thixotropic level correlated with the particle size distribution. The 
authors concluded that this method could solve the primary problem of 
phase separation by understanding the flow behavior of the cement 
during the setting process. This combination of findings provides some 
support for the conceptual assumption that rheological measurements of 
injectable bone cements supply essential information regarding the 
paste’s flow behavior and cement setting mechanism, which further 
could improve their performance not only during the cement prepara-
tion process at room temperature but also for injection in the in vivo 
environment. 

All variables (injectability, rheology, powder to liquid phase ratio, 
particle size of the powder phase, pH of the liquid phase) strongly in-
fluence each other, and then, they alter the setting reaction necessary to 

build a clinically suitable injectable CaP cement. For clinical applica-
tions, the final setting time should be less than 15 min [5] as injectable 
CaP cement must set slow enough to provide sufficient time to a clini-
cian for injection and it should be fast enough to avoid the washout and 
leakage of the injected paste. The Gillmore and Vicat devices are the 
most commonly used equipments to examine the setting time of CaP 
cement pastes [65]. 

As CPC can be easily washout after their contact with the body fluids, 
cohesion has a pivotal role in the maintenance of the structural integrity 
of the cement paste and is described as ability of a paste to set in a fluid 
without disintegration [23]. If the cement is not enough cohesive, 
cement particles can go into the blood stream and that can cause 
detrimental effect such as vascular blockage to thrombus and pulmonary 
embolism [65]. Also, disintegrated particles can result in inflammatory 
response and death of the surrounding cells at the injection site. To avoid 
unsatisfactory cohesion of injectable CaP paste, the latter forces between 
the cement particles should be strong enough against the surrounding 
liquid to sustain the paste integrity [74]. The anti-washout capability 
and cohesion of CaP cements can be examined both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. In qualitative analysis, CaP cement paste is visually 
observed just after its extrusion into a liquid. Disintegration of paste and 
the turbidity of the incubated liquid can be recorded by capturing im-
ages [75]. Quantitative measurement of washout mass loss rate is 
calculated after extrusion into a liquid and then container with the 
extruded paste and liquid is shaken at a certain rpm in a predetermined 
time period [76]. Then, the mass of extruded samples and decayed 
samples after shaking are measured and the washout mass loss rate is 
calculated regarding their ratios. Bohner et al. [77] investigated a 
theoretical and experimental model to examine the effect of various 
parameters on cohesion of the cement paste and the results have high-
lighted numerous factors (utilizing smaller particle size, increasing P/L 
ratio, changing the composition of liquid phase) that are associated with 
the setting time reduction and can be correlated with the strength of CaP 
particle interaction, leading to augmented cohesion. 

Radiopacity is an important factor that should be considered in the 
development of bone regenerative biomaterials, and plays a key role in 

Fig. 4. Time-dependent development of linear viscoelastic properties of brushite-forming cement [72] (Reprinted from the reference with permission).  
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visualization of biomaterials during and after surgical procedures. In 
this way, extruded injectable bone cement can be correctly positioned at 
the defect site, can be easily detected after setting as well as possible 
failure can be predicted by later monitoring. CPCs have a certain level of 
intrinsic radiopacity, however, this could be not enough when a surgeon 
requires a close fluoroscopic monitoring. In addition, it can also be 
difficult to distinguish CPC biomaterial from the surrounding bone 
during the surgery to understand whether cement leakage occurs or not 
[65]. Therefore, addition of radiopacifying agents into injectable CPC is 
required. Specifically, the radiopacifier amount should be 25–35% of the 
total mass of the cement powder as the visualization is essential for 
vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty surgeries [78]. Inorganic radiopaque 
agents such as barium sulfate, strontium carbonate, bismuth salicylate 
basic and zirconium dioxide are usually incorporated into CaP cements, 
yet this incorporation could cause changes in the physiochemical 
properties [45,79–81]. Overall, several systematic researches on radio-
pacity evaluation of injectable CPCs have been undertaken [82–85]. 
These studies highlighted the need for examining the radiopacity of an 
injectable bone cement. Overall it was concluded that the evaluation 
parameters for radiopacity should be similar with those of the clinical 
procedures which are 60–130 kV and 3.1–10 mAs [83]. 

Apart from the desirable injectable properties of CPC composites, 
mechanical properties, degradation profile, and porosity after setting 
are essential parameters to examine. During the setting reaction of CPC 
(when CaP powder contacts the liquid phase), the sequential growth and 
entanglement of newly formed crystals result in the final hardening of 
the paste so that a microporous structure with nano or submicron size is 
formed [86]. During this process, the mechanical strength of CPC is 
gained; however, CPC mechanical properties cannot fulfill the required 
mechanical performance for load-bearing applications. Their mechani-
cal properties, mainly examined in compressive mode, are comparable 
with those of trabecular bone (4–12 MPa). More particularly, up to 80 
MPa compressive strength has been reported for apatite-forming CPC, 
while up to 52 MPa compressive strength has been found for brushite 
forming CPC [87]. Nevertheless, their inherent brittleness still limits 
their clinical application to non-load-bearing applications. Therefore, 
many attempts have been made to improve the mechanical properties of 
CPCs. One of these attempts is to change the porosity of CPCs since a less 
porous structure leads to a stronger cement matrix. In order to reduce 
the porosity, the powder-to-liquid ratio can be increased [88], particle 
size of starting powder can be decreased [89], or liquefiers such as 
glycolic acid, citric acid can be utilized [90,91]. Another approach to 
increase the mechanical properties of CPCs is to introduce polymers or 
fibers [92,93] within the cement matrix. More detailed description of 
these approaches can be found elsewhere [86,92,93]. While reducing 
the porosity, the parameter that should be considered is that the 
reduction of porosity affects the biological properties of CPC, especially 
the in vitro and in vivo degradation rates. That should match the re-
quirements of the bone regeneration rate. Therefore, all desirable 
injectable properties, mechanical properties, porosity, and degradation 
should be in harmony with the clinical needs. 

3. BG modified injectable CaP bone cements (CPCs) 

3.1. Overview and principles behind BG incorporated CPC composites for 
bone tissue applications 

The impact of CPCs on bone bonding and bone tissue growth into 
scaffolds has been examined in many studies, identifying the slow or fast 
resorption of CPCs as challenging points [94,95]. While slow resorption 
rate results in a suppressed osteointegration, fast resorption rate may 
lead the to wash-out of the CPC paste from the defect site [62,96]. In 
order to slow down the fast CPC resorption rate, combinations of 
different CaP have been proposed (e.g. resorption rate of tricalcium 
phosphate (TCP) can be controlled by using biphasic CaP cements [97, 
98]). 

Various formulations of CPCs have led to different biological re-
sponses based on the CPC chemical composition, crystallinity, stoichi-
ometry, dissolution/precipitation behavior, surface chemistry, and 
porosity [62]. Despite the good osteoconductivity of CPCs, their effect 
on osteogenic differentiation is limited because of their relatively low 
surface reactivity [63,99]. The indicator of “bioactivity” in the context 
of bone contacting materials is the formation of a HAp surface layer 
when the material is immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF) in vitro. 
However, although in vitro studies of dicalcium phosphate dehydrate 
have shown the formation of an HAp surface layer in SBF, in vivo studies 
with this material showed no direct bone bonding [100–102]. A similar 
contradiction has been found in a studies using β-TCP, indicating that its 
immersion in SBF does not always lead to the formation of HAp layer in 
spite of its well-known bone bonding ability [103–105]. On the other 
hand, BGs are well recognized for their direct bone bonding ability and 
can be used as an alternative to CPCs. BGs and their combination with 
CaP cements has emerged lately exploiting the BG ability of direct 
bonding to bone and surrounding tissues [49]. The direct bond between 
BG and bone occurs via the formation of HAp-like layer on the surface of 
the BG material (see Fig. 5). The first five steps that occur on the surface 
of the material were explained as resulting from a quick ion exchange of 
Na+ with H+ and H3O+ followed by a polycondensation reaction of 
surface silanols to form a high-surface area silica gel. This is followed by 
the nucleation and crystallization of a hydroxyl carbonate apatite (HCA) 
layer. This apatite layer is similar to the mineral phase of bone, so that 
osteoblasts can proliferate and differentiate on this layer to produce 
their own extracellular matrix. Therefore, the inclusion of BGs into CPCs 
is a promising approach to maintain bioactivity both in vitro and in vivo 
[101]. Additionally, the initial burst of pH increase that occurs due to 
the release of a high concentration of Na ions from BG can be controlled 
by the addition of a CaP phase [62,63]. This is an important issue which 
needs to be considered because osteoclasts’ activity is diminished by an 
alkaline environment and osseous regeneration, where osteoclasts play 
an essential role, could be restricted by an uncontrolled pH increase. 

A comparative study done by Campion et al. [107] has proved that 
the bioactivity of silicate substituted HAp materials is higher than that of 
commercially available β-TCP bone graft substitutes. Their findings 
confirmed that fewer crystals showing the octa-calcium phosphate 
(OCP) characteristic were formed on the β-TCP surface, while a thick 
continuous layer of hydroxycarbonate apatite (HCA) crystals was 
deposited on the surface of silicate substituted HAp materials [107]. In 
addition, one of the main reasons for the combination of CaP cements 
with BG is that ions released from the BG can induce increased angio-
genesis and osteogenic differentiation [108,109]. Angiogenesis and 
osteogenic differentiation ability of BGs also highly depends on the BG 
composition. BGs with composition that falls within the region A 
(indicated in Fig. 2) are bioactive and exhibit bone bonding ability, 
whereas BG compositions within the region B show bioinert property 
[110]. Additionally, 3D scaffolds of both CPC and BG alone have low 
mechanical properties, which can be considered as a drawback [111, 
112]. High reactivity of BG is also problematic as it can cause the initial 
burst release of ions which drastically increases the pH of the sur-
rounding environment [58]. If BG is used together with CPC, the initial 
burst release can be controlled and adjusted to the necessary extent. 
Apart from these possible advantages when combining BGs and CPC, 
both of them have been employed as drug carriers [113,114]. Thus, 
injectable BG incorporated CPCs can be designed to present a dual 
drug/ion delivery capability. 

In recent years, there has been an increased amount of scientific 
literature on BG incorporated CPCs describing how this combination 
improves the drawbacks of both materials and their osteogenic prop-
erties. Bellucci et al. [62] discussed the influence of the BG addition to 
HAp and TCP on material processing, mechanical properties and bio-
logical implications. Karadjian et al. [63] systematically reviewed the 
CaP/BG composites based on their biomedical and osteogenic charac-
teristics. Although these two review articles give clear evidence that BG 
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alters positively the physicochemical, mechanical, and biological prop-
erties, when combined with CaP, there is a lack of information on how 
BG incorporation influences the desirable features of injectable bone 
cements. In this context, keywords as “calcium phosphate cements” or 
“calcium phosphate’, “bioactive glass” or “bioglass” and “injectable” 
were selected and a search of the literature was carried out in the da-
tabases of Scopus, PubMed and Web of Science. 111 articles were found 
with these keywords and the overview of the research database output is 
given in Fig. 6. However, only 12 of the studies were devoted to 
injectable BG modified CaP bone cements. The main outcomes of these 
articles as an injectable bone cement containing BG were summarized in 
Table 2. The output of these publications were examined regarding the 
injectable BG/CPC setting mechanisms, mechanical properties, in vitro 

performance as well as cellular and in vivo response. 

3.2. BG impact on CPC setting time 

From the biomaterial science point of view, the setting time char-
acteristics, and the physicochemical, and mechanical properties of 
injectable CaP based bone cements could be improved by the addition of 
BG as a second solid phase [62,63]. Also, the incorporation of BG into 
CPC can lead to a compact cement microstructure [118,124]. Mean-
while, incorporation of a polymeric liquid phase could strongly help the 
cohesion of the composite while leading to a homogenous distribution of 
both CaP and BG particles in the cement matrix [115–117,123,126]. The 
characterization of setting and handling properties of the injectable 

Fig. 5. Interfacial reactions involved in forming a bond between BG and bone [106] (Reprinted from the reference with permission).  

Fig. 6. (a) The number of publications performed until January 2022 with the keywords “calcium phosphate cements” or “calcium phosphate’, “bioactive glass” or 
“bioglass” and “injectable”, (b) % of type of publication found with these keywords and (c) distribution of the publications regarding the scope on Scopus, PubMed, 
and Web of Science databases. 
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Table 2 
Injectable BG incorporated CaP cement composites. Their physicochemical analysis results, in vitro and in vivo results, and highlights of the findings.  

Year CaP 
Type 

BG content Liquid phase P/L 
ratio 

Injectability Setting time Mechanical 
properties 

Radiopacity In vitro 
response 

In vivo 
response 

Ref 

2010 teOCP 58S BG 
nanoparticles 

5 wt% alginate, 
2 wt% chitosan 
solution and 
DMEM 

0.39 – – – Yes – Bone ingrowth 
in femoral 
cavity of 
OVXed rat 
model 

[115] 

2013 85% α 
-TCP 
10% 
DCPA 
5% HA 

Biosilicate® 
parent glass, 
up to 50 wt% 

2% Na2HPO4 – – Around 
18min for 
50% BG 
composite 

– – BG 
incorporation, 
in CPC/PLGA 
composites; 
increased 
degradation 
rate, rapidly 
transformation 
in PBS with 
interconnected 
pores and 
macroporosity 

– [116] 

2013 Equal 
molar 
ratio of 
TECP 
and 
DCPA 

Bioglass 
45S5; 10 and 
20 wt% 

Potassium 
phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.0) 

2.0 
(g/ 
ml) 

10–20% 
improved 
injectability 

21 and 25 
min 

BG wt. 20% 
reached 26 
MPa and 40 
MPa after 
soaking in 
SBF for 1 
and 7days 

– Bone like 
apatite 
structure 
detected after 
soaking in SBF 
for 7 days. 
Increased 
degradation 
rate. 
No cytotoxicity 
and promotion 
of cell viability. 

Higher bone 
forming 
efficiency. 

[117] 

2014 TTCP, 
DCPD, 
CSD 

BG; 0%, 10%, 
20% and 30% 

2% chitosan, 4% 
HPMC and 10% 
citric acid 

1.8/ 
1 

– 24.67 ± 2.08 
min for 30% 
BG 

15.04 ± 2.4 
MPa for 
30% BG 

– Increased 
apatite 
formation. 
Increased cell 
proliferation 
Higher 
expression of 
BSF with 
increased BG 
content 

Higher 
concentration 
of bone 
volume for 
30% BG 
incorporated 
samples 

[118] 

2015 α-TCP Mesoporous 
BG; up to 
10% 

2.5 wt% 
Na2HPO4 

1.54 
(g/ 
ml) 

higher 
injectability 
compared to 
pure CPC 

25 min for 
10% BG 

24 MPa for 
10%BG 
after 
soaking in 
SBF for 
7days 

– Nanotopology 
similar to that 
of pure CPC 
after soaking in 
SBF for 7 days 
Higher protein 
adsorption 
capacity of BG 
incorporated 
samples 

Increased 
bone 
formation 
with BG 
incorporation 

[119] 

2016 CPC 45S5 
bioactive 
glass; 20 wt% 

1 M dipotassium 
phosphate and 1 
M 
monopotassium 
phosphate 
solutions 

2a – – – – Improved cell 
adhesion, 
proliferation 
and 
differentiation 
of osteoblast 
from BG 
incorporated 
composites 

– [120] 

2017 α-CSH Mesoporous 
BG; SiO2/ 
CaO: 80/20 
mol% 
Glass- 
ceramic 
particles; 
SiO2/CaO/ 
Na2O/ZrO2, 
57/30/6/7 
mol% 

Distilled water 2.5 
(g/ 
ml) 

‘Suitable 
injectability’ 

1 h at RT 
40 min at 
37οC 

18.1 ± 0.8 
MPa 

Adequate Uniform HA 
crystals on the 
surface after 1 
week 
89.3 ± 7.8% 
viability for 24 
h 

– [121] 

2018 β-TCP/ 
MCPM 

mesoporous 
silica 
particles; 5 
wt% 

PEG 400/H2O 2.5a 50% 
increased 
injectability 

30 min 2.81 ± 0.45 
MPa 

– Homogenous 
layer of apatite 
formation 
No cytotoxicity 

– [122] 

(continued on next page) 
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composites is necessary to understand the hardening mechanism of the 
prepared cement [127]. For an injectable material both an adequate 
working time and short setting time are required so that the defect filling 
would be done in an optimal time window and material leakage out of 
the defect site would be prevented [5,128]. O’Neill et al. [5] have 
indicated in their publication, the final setting time should be less than 
15 min for clinical applications. Summarizing the data from all available 
publications, where BG was use as a modifier for CPC, it is confirmed 
that the BG incorporation into CPC affected significantly the setting time 
of the final cement (see Fig. 7). 

The variations in the setting time can be explained with the differ-
ences in the liquid phase composition, liquid/powder phase ratio as well 
as powder or composite composition [5,7]. Since the formulations were 
composed not only of different BG and CaP powder ratios but also 
diverged in BG and CaP chemistry, setting mechanisms described are 
unique for each individual BG and CaP combination. According to Fig. 7, 
the majority of the studies did not match the clinical requirements of the 
cement setting time. The increase of the final setting time was the 
general trend after incorporation of BG into the CPC. Also, the inject-
ability was enhanced if BG was added to the CPC [108,110,112,113,115, 
116]. Accordingly, the addition of 30 wt% BG (23.75 Na2O, 23.75 CaO, 
48.5 SiO2–4P2O5 (wt.%)) increased the final setting time of CPC from 7 
min to 14 min in the study of Renno et al. [116]. Obtained results by Yu 
et al. [117] revealed that the setting time could be increased from 21 
min to 25 min, when the weight percentage of 45S5 BG in CPC varied 
from 10 wt% to 20 wt% at a P/L of 2.0 g/ml. Although the setting time of 
the BG incorporated CPC exceeded the clinical requirements, authors 
pointed out that the prolonged setting time (about 10 min) could pro-
vide increased time window for surgeons to prepare the cement with a 

good injectability [117]. Dadkhah et al. [121] described the cements 
with setting time increase from 37 min to 57 min by the addition of 10 
wt% BG (composition of SiO2/CaO: 80/20 mol%) particles. They 
compared their findings with commercially available cement with the 
final setting time of 51 min [121]. This setting time also was recognized 
as clinically suitable, as it can improve the injectability and handling of 
the cement during surgery [121,124,125,131]. It should be also noted 
that the evaluation of setting time at 37 ◦C could possibly extend the 
hardening time of the cement phase [132]. 

Despite the positive effect that polymer addition into the liquid phase 
can bring to the cohesion and rheology of the composite [118], such 
additives as polyethylene glycol and alginate could restrain the setting 
reaction by coating the cement powders with a polymer layer [113]. In 
some of the studies, the addition of BG into the CPC showed a contrary 
effect and decreased the setting time [118,119,123]. While the setting 
time of BG-free CaP cement composites was recorded as 43 min, the 
setting time decreased to 36 min with 10 wt% BG addition, to 28 min 
with 20 wt% BG addition, and to 24 min with 30 wt% BG addition with 
the composition of 60% SiO2, 36% CaO and 4% P2O5 by mol as Sadiasa 
et al. reported [118]. Additionally, these results were accredited to the 
presence of citric acid in the liquid component, which acted as a water 
reducing agent resulting in chelation reaction between Ca2+ and citrate 
ions. During the chelation reaction, the powder component absorbed the 
citric acid molecules leading to hydration and dissolution of the cement 
phase [118]. Incorporation of BG increased the dissolved concentration 
of Ca2+ ions for chelation reaction in which the powder component 
absorbed the citric acid molecules, thus reducing the setting time. 
However, some researchers have reported completely different effects of 
citrate ions, showing an increased setting time of BG incorporated CPC 

Table 2 (continued ) 

Year CaP 
Type 

BG content Liquid phase P/L 
ratio 

Injectability Setting time Mechanical 
properties 

Radiopacity In vitro 
response 

In vivo 
response 

Ref 

(time 
dependent) 

2019 β-TCP/ 
MCPM 

45S5 BG 
powder; 5 to 
50 (v/v) 

0.5 M citrate ion 
solution 

0.5 
(v/ 
w) 

– Ranged from 
5 to 12 min 

~10 MPa – No cytotoxicity 
Increased ALP 
expression with 
BG 
Incorporation 
Faster 
degradation 
and apatite 
formation with 
BG 
incorporation 

Increased 
bone 
formation 
with BG 
incorporation 
Formation of 
new blood 
vessel with BG 
incorporation 

[123] 

2019 MPC Borosilicate 
glass 
(21.5–50%) 

Distilled water 5.0 
(g/ 
ml) 

– Increased 
from 6 min to 
16 min 

Decreased 
from 13.5 
MPa to 11 
MPa 

Yes Reduced wash- 
out with BG 
incorporation 
No cytotoxicity 

Increased of 
new bone 
formation 
with BG 
incorporated 
sample 

[124] 

2021 α-TCP/ 
gypsum 

BG powder 
(75% SiO2 
and 25% CaO 
(75S25C)); 5 
to 20 wt% 

10 wt% γ-PGA 1.67 
(g/ 
ml) 

~90% Ranged from 
13.2 to 17.3 
min for initial 
setting time 

Ranged 
from 30.17 
to 16.75 
MPa 

– Increased 
apatite 
formation 
No cytotoxicity 

– [125] 

2021 β-TCP Mg and Sr 
doped BG 
nanospheres 
(0–70%) 

0.25 M Na2HPO4 0.3 
(ml/ 
g) 

– For 50% BG 
incorporated 
samples; 
initial setting 
time: 8.3 ±
0.6 final 
setting time: 
15.2 ± 0.7 
min 

Ranged 
from 2.91 
MPa to 8.83 
MPa 

– Reduced wash- 
out 
Increased 
apatite 
formation 
No cytotoxicity 

– [126]  

a This number does not have the unit provided in the article, teOCP- trace elements-multidoped octacalcium phosphate, BG-bioactive glass, DCPA-dicalcium 
phosphate anhydrous, β-TCP- β-tricalcium phosphate, CPC – calcium phosphate cement, MCPM-monocalcium phosphate monohydrate, BVF- bone volume fraction, 
RMVF- remaining material volume fraction, α-TCP- α-tricalcium phosphate, TECP- tetra calcium phosphate, γ-PGA-poly-γ-glutamic acid, α-CSH - α-calcium sulfate 
hemihydrate, C3S - tricalcium silicate, CMC – carboxy methyl cellulose, K2HPO4 - dipotassium phosphate, SBF – simulated body fluid, A-V-C3S – amine-grafted and 
vaterite-contained tricalcium silicate, MPC – magnesium phosphate cement. 
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and CPC composites by the addition of citric acid into the liquid phase 
[123,133,134]. For example Hasan et al. [123] have described an 
opposite result regarding the effect of citrate ions in the liquid phase. 
They attributed this outcome as well as the reverse relationship between 
setting time and compressive strength to the reaction properties of BG 
microsphere production in which size and sphericity of the BG micro-
spheres were retained [123]. Sadiasa et al. [118] defined the particles of 
produced BG as fine particles; however, the particle size was not given in 
their study. Nevertheless, they concluded that the particles detected in 
their scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 8(B), [118]) 
appeared as nanosized BG powder. In the study of Hasan et al. [123], the 
particle size of the BG microspheres ranged between 150 and 600 μm, as 
shown in Fig. 8 [123]. Consequently, the different influence of citrate 
ions on the setting time could be explained by particle size differences of 
the fabricated BGs. 

Addition of small amount of mesoporous bioactive glass (mBG) nano- 
component has also been shown to accelerate the setting time of CaP 
cements by absorbing free (extra) water molecules from the liquid phase 
[119]. In addition, authors agreed that mesoporous BG nanoparticles 
could adsorb water of the liquid phase, which increased the initial P/L 
ratio. Then the increment of the P/L ratio caused the decrease in setting 
time of BG incorporated CaP cements. 

Considering such input parameters as initial powder type of both BG 
and CaP, liquid-to-powder ratio, or other additives used in the com-
posite synthesis such as polymers or liquefiers, it was observed that they 
all have contributed to differences in the final cement setting time. 
Additionally, the particle size of the powder phase and the composite 
synthesis method can not only optimize the injectability but also the 

setting mechanism of the final product. 

3.3. BG impact on CPC mechanical properties 

When evaluating the relationship between the CPC setting time and 
compressive strength, a reverse correlation between these two param-
eters can be directly observed as prolonged setting time leads to the 
decrease of the compressive modulus [135,136]. However, by addition 
of BG the compressive strength of the CPC could be enhanced, despite 
the prolonged setting times (see Fig. 9) [108,112,116]. 

These results can be attributed to the fact that the prolonged setting 
time is still in the clinically acceptable limit and cohesion of the com-
posites is adequate enough to not wash-out during the hardening reac-
tion. Additionally, BG incorporation into CPC forms dense and 
homogeneous cement microstructure as seen in Fig. 10, which in fact 
improves the mechanical properties of the BG added CPC composites. Pu 
et al. [125] confirmed that after 5 wt% 75S25C BG (with the mole 
composition of 75% SiO2 and 25% CaO) addition, compressive strength 
of CPC increased from 21.52 ± 2 MPa to 30.17 ± 1 MPa. Nevertheless, 
further increase of BG amount inside the CaP phase led to the reduced 
strength of the composite [125,126]. Later on, authors examined 
bioactivity by the morphological observation of BG incorporated CPC 
composites with the aim to identify the compressive strength fall. Their 
results indicated that increased BG content could be destructive for the 
bonds among the CPC crystals and polypeptide poly (γ-glutamic acid) 
which was presented in their liquid phase, since the crystal entangle-
ment was not detected for 20 wt% BG incorporated samples [125]. In the 
study of Dadkhah et al. [121], compressive strength of BG (composition 

Fig. 7. How BG incorporation affects the injectable CaP cements. Data (final setting time of the composites) were taken from the references indicated in Table 2. The 
red data points indicate the setting time of BG-free CaP cement. Red dotted line at 15 min represents the clinically approved setting time. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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of SiO2/CaO: 80/20 mol%) incorporated CPC was lower, if compared to 
unmodified CPC samples, but higher than that of commercial Ceram-
ent®. After setting for seven days, the compressive strength was elevated 
from 14.01 ± 0.7 MPa to 18.1 ± 0.8 MPa because of the continuous 
accumulation and hydration process of the cement phase. The reason 
behind it could also be explained by the existence of nano-sized glass--
ceramic particles inside the composites which endures the architecture 
of the composites after the hardening process. El-Fiqi et al. [119] also 
introduced mesoporous BG (composition of 85% SiO2 and 15% CaO in 
mol) particles into the CPC, which elevated the compressive strength of 
the final BG added CPC composite from 12 MPa (in case of CPC) to 26 
MPa (10 wt% of BG incorporated in CPC) after incubation in SBF for 7 
days at 37 ◦C. Microstructure analysis (see Fig. 10) supported these 
findings by showing that mesoporous BG nanoparticles surrounded the 
CaP microparticles in such a way that space between the larger particles 
of the CPC was being filled by the addition of mesoporous BG nano-
particles [118]. This also increased the crystal growth which further 
supported the enhancement of mechanical properties. 

Comparison of the available research findings on the mechanical 
properties of injectable BG incorporated CPC composites indicated that 
the compressive strength could mimic the strength of trabecular bone. 
Therefore, injectable BG containing CPC composites have an acceptable 
performance to further assess their clinical translation capability. The 
interfacial bonding between the powder and liquid phase could be 
improved to eliminate possible failure mechanisms while setting and to 
increase the initial mechanical strength. Both the particle size of CaP 
powder and the rounded and smaller size of BG particles may also lead to 
an enhancement of interfacial bond between the composite and the 
surrounding bone tissue after implantation. 

3.4. BG impact on CPC in vitro performance 

The bone-like apatite formation and deposition on the material 

surface provide insightful information related to bone bonding ability of 
the CPC. Thus, bioactivity evaluation of injectable BG incorporated CPC 
is needed to verify the bone-like apatite accumulation on the surface of 
the composite. The apatite layer precipitation on the surface of both CPC 
and BG incorporated CPC composites was analyzed by several re-
searchers using SEM and X-ray diffractometry (XRD) [108–110,112,114, 
116]. Characteristic XRD reflections of apatite (2θ peaks approximately 
at 26◦, 29◦ and 32◦) appeared with greater intensity for BG added CPC 
composites, indicating that the bioactivity is improved with BG modi-
fication. The morphological examination proved excess amount of 
formed apatite particles on the surface of the BG incorporated CPC 
composites compared to pure CPC. These differences can be attributed 
to the apatite formation mechanism exhibited by BG. The presence of BG 
accumulates the formation of SiO2

− groups on the cement surface in the 
form of a film layer, when composites come into the contact with the 
aqueous environment. This layer leads to precipitation of CaO–P2O5 
groups, which then provides the nucleation sites for apatite crystal 
formation. In the case of pure CPC, apatite formation takes place when 
Ca2+ and PO43− ions are supersaturated in surrounding environment, 
which requires more time to form an apatite layer on the surface of the 
composites [117]. El-Fiqi et al. [119] pointed out that the higher surface 
area of mesoporous BG particles, which also contributes to an increased 
overall surface area of the BG incorporated CPC, leads to the formation 
of microspherical apatite islands on the surface of BG incorporated CPC 
composites, that facilitates protein adsorption (Cytochrome C (Cyto.c) 
was used as model protein), if compared to pure CPC [119]. Mendes 
et al. [122] incorporated mesoporous particles into brushitic cement and 
a needle-like crystal morphology after 7 days of incubation in SBF so-
lution at 37 ◦C was observed. After 14 days of incubation, the presence 
of the particles was no longer detected by using energy-dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) analysis. This finding was attributed to the second-
ary nucleation of apatite crystals, which could be notably observed in 
SEM images as morphological changes of the needle-like crystals to a 

Fig. 8. SEM images of fabricated bioactive glasses in the study of (A) Renno et al. [116], (B) Sadiasa e t al. [118], (C) and optical microscopy images of (D) Dadkhah 
et al. [121] and Hasan et al. [123] (Reproduced from the references with permission). 
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globular structure formation. Likewise, Hasan et al. [123] added 45S5 
BG derived microspheres, sizes ranging from 150 to 600 μm, into 
brushite cement. After 7 days of incubation in SBF, XRD results revealed 
that corresponding reflections of β-TCP converted to DCPD [123]. 

In order to predict the cement biological response, during the sample 
incubation in medium (PBS, SBF or other) both the monitoring of me-
dium pH changes as well as the ion release kinetics is required. This has 
been done by several authors and the results have revealed that CPC 
composites released Ca2+ and PO3

4− whereas BG incorporated samples 
additionally released silicate species [115,116,119,121,124,125]. In the 
reported studies, additional released Ca2+ ions from the BG containing 
composites has led to rapid mineralization and accelerated 
re-precipitation effect. The release profile of silicate ions as given in 
Table 3 remained at a higher and sustained level from the indicated first 
time measurement until the end of the incubation period, which pointed 
out that Si ions might not only contribute to the precipitation process but 
also could be involved in the osteogenic differentiation and bone 
regeneration processes [115,119,121,137]. Additionally, these ions 
released from the BG incorporated CPC samples regulate the pH of the 
incubation medium by increasing it to neutral pH. This effect can be 
attributed to Ca2+ ion release and the formation of apatite. Neutraliza-
tion time of the pH value varied among the studies because of the dif-
ferences between the CaP powder phase and the liquid phase, different 
dissociation rates, ion composition in BG as well as the hydration 
product differences [124]. Besides the close relationship between the 
ion release and pH changes, also the degradation of the composites is 
strongly affected by the pH variations and these two parameters have a 
reciprocal relationship as well. For example, the degradation of β-TCP 

from the mesoporous silica incorporated CPC composites of Mendes 
et al. [122] reduced the pH of the surrounding medium from pH 7.4 to 
pH 6.0, and then the pH was stabilized when the DCPD crystals and the 
remaining β-TCP equilibrated. BG incorporated CaP/PLGA composites 
reported by Renno et al. [116] revealed a pH decrease during the 9 
weeks of incubation in PBS at 37 ◦C. This finding broadly supported the 
work of other researchers in the area of linking pH decrease with PLGA 
presence which is due to the release of lactic and glycolic acid monomers 
[40,116]. In the end, incorporation of BG within CaP/PLGA composites 
modulated the pH at physiological level during the composite degra-
dation process. Summarizing the findings above, it should be considered 
that for BG incorporated CPC composites higher degradation rates will 
be observed, if compared with pure CPC, mainly due to the relatively 
high BG solubility [116,117,121–125,129,130]. It can be also inferred 
that the degradation rate can be effectively controlled by the weight 
fraction and composition of BG incorporated in the CPC. Therefore, the 
examination of the apatite formation, ion release, pH change, and 
degradation rate is pivotal to predict the in vivo response in terms of 
bone bonding ability through the in-situ formation of an apatite layer. 
The high surface area and reactivity of BG as a secondary powder phase 
significantly elevated HAp deposition on the composites after immersion 
in SBF solution. HAp deposition on the scaffolds also increased the 
mechanical strength of the composites. 

3.5. BG impact on CPC cellular response 

The formed hydroxyapatite (HAp)-like layer following the (partial) 
dissolution of BG incorporated CPC has a leading role in creating a 

Fig. 9. How BG incorporation affects the injectable CaP composites. Data were taken from the references in Table 2. The red data points indicate the compressive 
strength of BG-free CPC. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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strong bond to bone, stimulating osteoblast cell proliferation and dif-
ferentiation, inducing angiogenesis and presenting antibacterial effects 
[123,137,138]. Indirect cell culture techniques in which the cells are 
exposed to the extracted medium of the incubated samples revealed that 
the dissolution products of BG incorporated injectable CaP cement 
composites are responsible for changes in cellular activity [121,122, 
125]. A cytotoxic effect of high concentration extracts (200 mg/ml) of 
both CaP cements and BG incorporated CaP cements was determined in 
the study of Mendes et al. [122] by using Chinese hamster ovary cells 
(CHO–K1). A possible explanation for this effect might be the rapid pH 
drop in the incubation medium at day 2 due to the ion release. The 
authors explained this as an effect of surplus Ca2+ ion release, which can 
induce the cell apoptosis by endoplasmic reticulum stress [122]. On the 
contrary, significant stimulative effect on cell proliferation was recorded 
on bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BMMSC) for both BG incor-
porated and BG-free composite extracts [125]. Li et al. [124] incorpo-
rated borosilicate BG composition of 23.6 g Na2CO3, 40.96 g K2CO3, 
24.92 g MgCO3, 81.64 g CaCO3, 40.08 g SiO2, 165.64 g H3BO3 and 
23.16 g NaH2PO4⋅2H2O into the magnesium phosphate bone cement 
(MPC). The percentage of the cellular viability decreased for both MPC 
and BG incorporated MPC (BG/MPC) composites when the concentra-
tion of the extracted solution increased. Besides, extracts of MPC (for the 
extract concentrations ranging from 9.375 to 150 mg/ml) showed 

Fig. 10. Morphological images of BG incorporated CaP cement after setting. (A) Yang et al. [115] showed how BG nanoparticles and porous CaP microspheres placed 
inside hydrogel complex. (B) Renno et al. [116] showed the composite micrograph, yellow arrow represents the BG and arrow head represents the 
PLGA-microparticles. (C) Yu et al. [117] showed the micrograph of 20 wt% BG incorporated CaP cement composite. (D) Sadiasa et al. [118] showed the micrograph 
of 30 wt% BG incorporated CaP cement composite. (E) El-Fiqi et al. [119] showed the micrograph of 10 wt% BG incorporated CaP cement composite. (F) Dadkhah 
et al. [121] showed the homogenous distribution of cement calcium sulfate hemihydrate, mesoporous particles and glass-ceramic particles. (G) Hasan et al. [123] 
showed greyscale 3D reconstructed view of composite sample from micro-CT scans showing distribution of microspheres with in the brushite cement, yellow arrows 
indicate microspheres position inside the CaP cement. (H) Li et al. [124] showed the morphology of BG particles which were embedded and dispersed in the CaP 
paste as the yellow arrows indicated. (I) Pu et al. [125] showed the micrograph of 5 wt% BG incorporated CaP composite (Reproduced from the references with 
permission). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Table 3 
Data on released Si4+ ions from BG incorporated injectable CaP cement com-
posites, according to literature.  

BG content 
(wt.%) 

Incubation 
solution 

Incubation 
time 

Released Si4+

ionsa 
Ref 

0.8 DMEM, pH 7.4 12 h 42 ppm [115] 
96 h 47 ppm 

10 Tris Buffer, pH 
7.4 

Day 1 1.5 mM [119] 
Day 14 2 mM 

5 SBF, pH 7.4 Day 1 20 mg/L [122] 
Day 14 170 mg/L 

25 SBF, pH 7.4 Day 1 0.3 mg/L [124] 
Day 7 0.6 mg/L 

5 PBS, pH 7.4 Day 1 50 ppm [125] 
Day 21 70 ppm 

10 Day 1 58 ppm 
Day 21 75 ppm 

20 Day 1 60 ppm 
Day 21 80 ppm  

a Indicates that data was taken from the graphical representation of the 
publications. Therefore, values are representing the approximate amounts of 
released Si4+ ions. BG – bioactive glass, DMEM – Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s 
Medium, SBF – Simulated body fluid, PBS – Phosphate buffer saline, h – hour, 
Ref – references. 
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20–50% higher cellular viability, if compared to the extracts of BG/MPC 
(when extract concentration was below 37.5 mg/ml) composites. This 
notable difference was attributed to the more dominant effect of mag-
nesium ions on the proliferation of BMMSC, than that obtained when 
Si4+ or boron (B) ions were present in the extracted medium [124]. 
Additionally, B and Si ions at higher concentrations had limited effect on 
the proliferation of BMSCs, while lower concentrations exhibited stim-
ulative effects [124]. These results were attributed to the BG ability to 
regulate the pH of the surrounding medium. Also, the results of Fan et al. 
[126] on Mg and Sr ion incorporated BG/CPC composites revealed that 
the medium extracts taken on day 1, 3 and 5 showed good cyto-
compatibility with an increased number of MC3T3-E1 cells over the 
incubation period. 

Although the indirectly measured cell response gives a comprehen-
sive assessment about the effect that material composition has on cells, 
direct cell culture techniques provide more detailed insights in the cell- 
material interactions [63]. Osteoblast cells (obtained from calvariae of 
1-to 2-day-old Sprague-Dawley rats) [117], MG63 cells [118], 
MC3T3-E1 cells [120,123]) were directly seeded on CPC and BG 
incorporated CPC composites, and results revealed that cell growth, 
attachment and proliferation were significantly promoted on BG added 
CPC composites due to the Ca2+ and Si4+ ion enriched environment. Yu 
et al. [117] found better cellular attachment on the surface of 20 wt% 
45S5 BG incorporated CPC composites than on surfaces of BG-free 
composites after 8 h of cell seeding, indicating the positive effect of 
BG incorporation on the cellular attachment. This finding has important 
implications for early-enhanced cellular attachment, which is mostly 
governed by the adsorption of serum proteins such as fibronectin onto 
the BG [117,139]. Authors also pointed out that this strong irreversible 
adsorption of serum proteins was encouraged through the high 
negative-surface-charge density of the surface silanols (Si–OH) of BG 
[116,117,140]. Sadiasa et al. [118] further verified that the osteoblast 
adhesion, proliferation as well as the cell-material interaction were 
promoted by increased BG concentration in CPC composites with longer 
incubation time. The expression level of osteogenic gene markers, 
namely collagen-I, bone sialoprotein, osteonectin and osteopontin was 
found to be higher in 30 wt% BG (composition of 60% SiO2, 36% CaO 
and 4% P2O5 with balanced Na2O) incorporated CPC composites 
compared to BG-free composites, suggesting that BG incorporation can 
initiate an active mineralization in bone tissue [118]. Axrap et al. [120] 
studied BMP-2 and TGF-β expression levels, and found that they were 
significantly higher for BG incorporated CPC samples. As in vitro gene 
expression is regulated by the autocrine response to the ion release, 
higher levels of the growth factors and gene expression can be directly 
attributed to increased ion release from the BG component. Similarly, 
Hasan et al. [123] conducted immunocytochemical analysis by exam-
ining the expression of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and osteopontin. 
Both expression results of bone formation markers displayed higher 
level of fluorescence, indicating that the BG incorporation directly 
influenced osteogenic differentiation. Finally, both indirect and direct 
cell studies showed that the high bioactivity of BG facilitates better cell 
behavior [141]. 

Recent studies have demonstrated that the incorporation of such ions 
as boron (B), zinc (Zn), magnesium (Mg) or strontium (Sr) into the BG or 
CPC simulates the osteogenic differentiation and mineralization both in 
vitro and in vivo [108,115]. Besides, addition of silver and B ions into the 
BG silicate network has been explored as a tool to develop antibacterial 
and antimicrobial materials [108]. Yang et al. [115], Li et al. [124], and 
Fan et al. [126] incorporated Zn and Sr, B, Mg and Sr ions, respectively. 
Their in vitro cellular results were in agreement with literature results in 
which cell proliferative effects were shown. Despite the positive effects 
of these ions on the cellular response, such important parameter as 
cytotoxic level of each individual ion needs to be considered very 
carefully. For example, Zn concentrations in the range of 2–8 ppm might 
be harmful for osteoblasts due to oxidative stresses [142], while 
Sr-containing BGs were found to be non-toxic [143]. Cu ions showed a 

negative effect on MG-63 cells when the concentration was higher than 
1000 μg/ml [144]. Up to 10 wt% addition of boron ion into BG showed 
no cytotoxicity [145]. The effects of incorporation of less-common ions 
such as Ba2+, Bi3+, Cl− , Cr6+, Dy3+, Eu3+, Gd3+, Yb3+, Th3+, Ge2+, Au3+, 
Ho3+, I− , La3+, Mn2+, Mo6+, Ni2+, Nb5+, N3− , Pd2+, Rb+, Sm3+, Se4+, 
Ta5+, Te4+, Tb3+, Er3+, Sn2+, W6+, V5+, Y3+, and Zr4+ on the biological 
properties of BGs have been comprehensively reviewed, showing the 
potential beneficial effect of these rare ions on biological response when 
applied in certain concentrations [146]. Obtained results revealed that 
in most cases the ionic dissolution products from BGs augment osteo-
genesis by regulating osteoblast proliferation, differentiation, and gene 
expression. Therefore, it is possible to improve the biological properties 
of BG incorporated CPC composites by doping the added BG component 
with different ions within their non-toxic range. 

Although both indirect and direct cell studies on injectable BG added 
CPC composites have led to positive results, a deeper cell biology 
analysis is needed to further understand the biological responses of these 
composites. For example, direct cell culture techniques possess some 
limitations. Usually the material to be tested requires pre-treatment 
before cell seeding, while static 3D in vitro cell culture is insufficient 
to keep the cell numbers stable. Moreover the high degree of dissolution 
of BG-CPC composites is detrimental to cell in vitro growth because of pH 
changes (increase) of the incubated medium [62]. Therefore, it is 
essential to develop standardized methods and procedures to evaluate 
the biological responses to the materials such as cell attachment, 
adhesion and spreading at the initial stage of cell/material interactions 
and the subsequent cell proliferation, differentiation and gene expres-
sion [105]. Since bone tissue is not composed of a single cell type, 
versatile co-culture models such as endothelial cell/osteoblast, osteo-
clast/osteoblast, and chondrocytes/osteoblast should be used to mimic 
in-vitro in a more realistic manner the potential interaction of BG 
incorporated CPC composites with bone tissue [147]. In general, the 
biological responses of composites can be evaluated both qualitatively 
(by showing the organization of cytoskeletal proteins) and quantita-
tively (by performing cytotoxicity measurements and by characterizing 
the growth, proliferation, differentiation, phenotype, and gene expres-
sion of cells). 

3.6. BG impact on CPC in vivo response 

All researches directed to CPC modifications aim to improve the in 
vivo response of the final material composition by designing an inject-
able bone cement with enhanced biocompatibility, osteoconductivity 
and osteoinductivity, leading to adequate bone healing and new bone 
formation [148–150]. When the materials are implanted into the bone 
defect area, two scenarios are faced. In the first scenario, an interme-
diate fibrous tissue could be formed and the material fails both me-
chanically and biologically. In the second case, direct bone-material 
bonding occurs, which leads to the successful osteointegration [151]. 
After implantation and injection of BG incorporated CPC composites at 
the defect site of animal models, a biological apatite later is formed on 
the implant surface, which can act as a matrix for cell migration, 
adhesion and growth [115,117–119,123,124]. El-Fiqi et al. [119] have 
shown that both CPC and BG (composition; 85% SiO2 and 15% CaO in 
mol) added CPC composites were biocompatible, if implanted subcuta-
neously in rat model. Higher bone volume was detected in the implanted 
area of BG incorporated CPC samples, indicating better bone ingrowth, if 
compared with BG-free composites. Obtained data suggested that bone 
formation was achieved due to the composites’ osteoconductivity, 
which further stimulated the osteogenic cell proliferation. Histological 
staining further proved that new bone formation around the composite 
has been detected after 6 weeks. The main difference between BG added 
composites and BG-free CPC composites was detected in their in vivo 
degradation profile, since the degradation of BG-free CPC composites 
was not notable [119]. Yang et al. [115] attributed similar findings to 
the homogeneous dispersion of CaP and BG particles in the porous 
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hydrogel network and also to the critical amounts of silicon, strontium 
and zinc ions, which could induce the relevant genes of osteogenic cells. 
The interaction between the bone and BG incorporated CPC composite 
was clearly observed along the longitudinal depth of the composite 
verified by the collagen deposits and presence of osteoblasts. Mean-
while, μ-CT images of the extracted samples revealed that the BG added 
composites degraded more rapidly than BG-free CaP composites, sup-
porting the previous findings of higher BG degradation and resorbability 
rates, while inducing the bone growth [115,117,118,123,124]. Due to 
the higher degradation rate of BG incorporated composites, the pore size 
of these composites increased as a function of time, which led to the new 
bone ingrowth into the material after 12 weeks of implantation [117, 
118,123]. According to these data, we can infer that biodegradation and 
bone ingrowth were in balance as dissolved ions positively influenced 
the microenvironment of cells, leading to cell-mediated degradation. 

These results prove that BG incorporation also supports osteogenesis 
and has potential for neovascularization. Some publications in literature 
have reported the in vivo effects of BG and CaP pastes (see Table 4). 
These publications are helpful to understand the synergetic effect of 
combining these two phases together. In these studies, CPCs showed 
slower bone healing process compared to BG cements [152–154]. These 
findings could be attributed to the high resorption rates of BG material. 
Also, a slower bone healing process was explained by the foreign body 
immune reaction processes. Since BG cements are able to form an apatite 
layer when they are in contact with body fluids, this layer could decrease 
fibrous tissue formation. Ding et al. [155] and Cui et al. [156] described 
in vivo drug release profiles from both borate-BG and CaP cement. In vivo 
drug release kinetics was also correlated with the cement biodegrada-
tion pattern, which was found to be higher for the borate-BG cement 
[156]. A study of Araújo et al. [153] compared in vivo properties of the 
fabricated low temperature CaP (LTCaP) with other commercially 
available bone substitutes including BG (Bio-Gran®). Although the 
higher bone volume was detected for BG and the lowest bone volume 
was noticed for the fabricated LTCaP, LTCaP displayed complete bone 

remodeling after 16 weeks compared to the commercially available al-
ternatives (resorption of an organic bovine bone (AB), bioactive glass 
(BG), and demineralized bone matrix (DBM) was 8.6%, 32.4% and 
37.5% in volume from week 3–16, respectively). Authors attributed 
these results to such physical properties of LTCaP as increased surface 
area and microporosity [153]. In another study, newly formed blood 
vessels were detected along with newly bone formation after 2 weeks of 
injectable mesoporous BG nanoparticle implantation (the ratio of Ca:Si 
was varied; either at 5:95, 15:85, or 25:75 by mole, however authors did 
not indicate which composition was implanted) [154]. The main dif-
ferences between the mesoporous BG nanoparticles and conventional 
CaP cement were explained by their effect on the bone formation process 
[154]. While mesoporous BG nanoparticles presented osteoinductive 
process, conventional CaP cement revealed osteoconductive properties. 
Trace amount of silicon, strontium and zinc ions incorporated into the 
octacalcium phosphate (OCP)-BG composite could synergistically in-
fluence osteogenic gene expression which would further improve bone 
ingrowth capability as Yang et al. stated [115]. Moreover, it has been 
pointed out that the addition of ions such as strontium, zinc, boron and 
zirconium has a co-stimulatory effect on angiogenesis together with the 
dissolution products of BG [117,123,124,157,158]. 

Properties of unset BG incorporated CPC composites such as setting 
time, cohesion, injectability and ease of application to the surgical site 
and properties of set BG added CPC composites such as mechanical 
properties, porosity, biodegradation and biocompatibility showed that 
all mentioned features could contribute synergistically to build inject-
able BG/CPC composites which are attractive for clinical translation. 
The reviewed studies have contributed to our understanding that a bone- 
like apatite layer on the surface of the materials should be induced to 
build a strong bond to bone tissue already at the early stage of the im-
plantation. BG incorporation into CaP paste revealed that a sustained 
apatite formation can be more likely achieved, if they have integrated; 
because the CaP phase degrades more slowly than the glassy phase. In 
addition, pH and ion release can be controlled by tuning the physical 

Table 4 
In vivo experimentation overview performed by an injectable BG incorporated CaP cement composite.  

Species Defect Details Implantation 
Time 

Analysis Techniques Examination Ref 

Sprague-Dawley 
rats 

Femoral bone marrow cavity, 1.2- 
mm diameter holes 

1, 2, 4 and 8 
weeks 

DXA BMD [115] 
Radiographic and μCT Bone maturation corresponding to the appearance 

of injected implant 
Histological analysis Bone-material interaction 

New bone ingrowth 
Biodegradation 

New Zealand 
white rabbits 

Femoral condyle 6 mm diameter 
and 10 mm height) 

4 and 12 weeks Macroscopic evaluation Degree of specimen incorporation and tissue 
reactions adjacent to the specimens 

[117] 

μCT In vivo resorption of the implant 
RMVF 

Histological analysis BVF 
Bone formation 
Biodegradation 

Sprague-Dawley 
rats 

subcutaneous tissues 2 weeks Histological analysis Biocompatibility [119] 
Bone formation 

calvarial bone defects with 6-mm 
diameter 

6 weeks Tissue-material interaction 
Biodegradation 

New Zealand 
rabbits 

Femur heads 6 mm diameter and 5 
mm thickness 

4 and 12 weeks μCT Quantitative new bone formation [123] 
Tissue-material interaction 

Histological analysis Bone formation 
Biodegradation 

New Zealand 
white rabbit 

Femoral condyle 5 mm diameter 
and 5–10 mm depth 

4 and 8 weeks X-ray and μCT Biodegradation [124] 
Bone regeneration 

Histological analysis Bone formation 
Tissue-material interaction 

New Zealand 
white rabbit 

Femoral bone 4 mm diameter 3 months μCT Tissue-material interaction [118] 
Quantitative bone formation 

Histological analysis and 
microscopic evaluation 

Bone formation 
Biodegradation 

DXA– dual energy x-ray analysis, BMD – bone marrow density, μCT– micro computerized tomography, RMVF – the residual material volume fraction, BMF – bone 
volume fraction. 
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properties of the added BG particles. By doing this, sustained release of 
Ca2+, Si4+ ions and other incorporated biologically active ions might be 
obtained in order to improve osteogenesis and angiogenesis. 

4. Conclusion and future outlook 

CPCs are highly desirable for bone tissue substitution because of 
their injectability, bioactivity and biocompatibility. They are either 
utilized as pre-set scaffolds or injectable pastes. Their injectable prop-
erty is promising for minimally invasive application, so that they can fill 
irregular bone defects. Although most CPC formulations provide the 
properties of an ‘ideal’ injectable bone cement, CPCs still possess two 
main drawbacks. One of them is their mechanical weakness which limits 
their application in load bearing bone sites. Secondly, CPCs have inad-
equate biodegradation which fails to achieve degradation rate suitable 
for the bone formation process. Many attempts have been done during 
the last decades to overcome these drawbacks and several respective 
reviews on CPCs describe how their mechanical properties, processing 
approach, drug delivery ability and handling properties can be 
enhanced. One of the more recent attempts is to combine BGs with CPC, 
since BGs are well-known for their direct bone bonding ability as well as 
their high bioactivity. Although meritorious reviews have been carried 
out on combination of BGs and CaP, no systemic review exists which 
summarizes the currently available published scientific literature data 
on BG incorporated injectable CaP bone cements analysing BG incor-
porated CPC composite properties based on the criteria that make an 
ideal injectable bone cement. 

Since all these parameters of injectable bone cements, namely degree 
of injectability, rheology, setting time, anti-washout properties and 
cohesiveness, are dependent each on other, results should be discussed 
accordingly. Thus, prospective studies should include all these param-
eters to build up a comparable experimental design in order to interpret 
obtained outputs effectively and then further improve in vitro and in vivo 
performance of the designed materials. However, none of the published 
papers on BG incorporated injectable CPC has presented all the desired 
properties relevant to injectable bone cements as one data set. For 
example, rheological properties of BG incorporated CPC composites had 
only been characterized by Yang et al. [115]. Considerably more rheo-
logical characterization would be beneficial to provide insightful in-
formation about the setting and hardening mechanisms of BG 
incorporated CPC composites. Also, it should be noted that all these 
experiments would benefit if performed by using ISO or ATCC standards, 
thereby building uniform study designs, where outcomes can be 
compared directly with each other. 

Application of different types of CPC, BG compositions and types 
(melt-derived, sol-gel-derived, microsized, nanosized etc.) as well as 
liquid phases to form injectable BG added CPC composites has resulted 
in wide differences between setting time and compressive strength re-
sults. Despite these variances, handling properties of injectable BG 
incorporated CPC composites were found to be adequate, based on their 
injectability and anti-wash-out characterization. Although the me-
chanical properties of BG added CPC composites in general mimicked 
those of trabecular bone, it must be pointed out that the mechanical 
properties of injectable CPCs cannot be further improved to make them 
appropriate for load bearing bone tissue applications. Therefore, efforts 
should be channeled to improve the degradation rate of CPCs, which 
should be well-balanced to the dynamics of bone formation. In this re-
gard, BG inclusion represents a significant element to achieve controlled 
degradation. 

Summarizing available research data on injectable BG incorporated 
CPC composites, it can also be concluded that induction of a bone-like 
apatite layer on the surface of the developed material is key to build a 
bond to bone tissue at the early stage of implantation. Studies on BG 
incorporation into CaP paste revealed that sustained apatite formation 
can be more likely achieved in such systems compared to unmodified 
CPC composites. In addition, pH and ion release can be controlled by 

tunning the physicochemical properties and composition of BG particles. 
By this approach, sustained release of Ca2+ and Si4+ ions might be ob-
tained in order to improve the osteogenic and angiogenetic properties of 
the injectable BG incorporated CPC. Taking all together, individual 
properties of BG and CaP cements can be boosted by integrating them for 
better physicochemical properties, biodegradation, osteoconductivity, 
osteoinductivity, and angiogenecity. Especially angiogenic effects could 
be enhanced by incorporation of biologically active ions in BGs. 

Further experiments, using unified characterization techniques to 
evaluate injectable bone cements, could shed more light on the effect of 
BG addition on hardening mechanism and physicochemical properties 
of CPCs. Toughness and fatigue resistance of BG incorporated CPC 
composites should be also evaluated to achieve a better mechanical 
performance, considering that highly bonded materials are stiffer than 
natural bone which could cause implant failure. Therefore, future 
research should be also targeted to examine and improve the interfacial 
strength rather than changing the properties of powder or liquid phases. 
Despite the promising in vitro and in vivo performance of injectable BG 
incorporated CPCs, further research should be undertaken to explore 
cell-mediated degradation mechanisms of injectable BG incorporated 
CaP, CaP cements and BG cement composites. Meanwhile, the released 
ions from BGs, namely Si4+ ions or incorporated ions such as boron, zinc 
and strontium, should be monitored, while performing in vivo studies in 
order to confirm their non-nephrotoxicity or their elimination from the 
body. The developed BG incorporated CPC composites can be also uti-
lized for the controlled and targeted delivery of bioactive agents such as 
anti-cancer drugs, anti-inflammatory drugs or growth factors. Due to the 
presence of the BG component, it is also possible to tailor these com-
posites to serve as dual drug/ion delivery vehicles and in this way to 
increase their biological functionality. 
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